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DecoArt Traditions resin-based acrylic paint can perform as an acrylic, wa-

tercolor, or oil paint. It utilizes the highest quality, lightfast, safe, pure pig-

ments available today. Traditions paint is ideal for many surfaces, including 

wood, canvas, metal, leather, ceramic bisque, paper, and walls. One of the 

defining factors in Traditions paint is the quality and clarity of the resin 

base, which allows a controlled working time without affecting the color of 

the paint. DecoArt Traditions paint is available in 58 classic artist's colors. 
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Fig 3: A Brush Mix of Ultramarine Blue and 

Burnt umber is applied to the lower Right of the 

pears, Shading on the Bottom and separating the 

pears 

Fig 4: Add Shading to the pears with Burnt 

Umber and a blush to the Belly and neck of the 

pears with Perinone Orange.   

Fig 2: Pears are based with Yellow Deep on 

the right  and Indian Yellow on the  Left 

Fig 1: Background of Texture Crackle and 

colour washed with Traditions Raw Sienna  
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Fig 5:  
Brush Mix three 

Values of the In-

dian Yellow . By 

adding small 

quantities of  

Warm White . 

Mix the darker 

value first then 

create a second 

by adding more 

white then th 

third, by adding  

White to the sec-

ond. 

Fig6:  Begin adding the highlights by ap-

plying the darker value of the Indian Yellow 

Fig 7: Brighten the highlight by Adding 

the Mid value of the Indian Yellow mix 

Fig 8: Apply a smaller highlight , using 

the lightest value of the Indian Yellow Mix 
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Fig 9: 

Apply final Highlight with small amounts of Warm White, and a light 

impact point sith the Opaque White. Take this time to deepen shadows 

and darken the edges of the canvas. Blend in a few small areas of Peri-

none Orange for Balance and colour.  Stroke in the Stems with Burnt um-

ber and highlight them with a small stroke of Warm White.  

Darken the Shadow between the pears and at the bottom with a brush 

mixed blend of Burnt Umber and Ultramarine Blue.  
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You will Need:  

 

DecoArt Traditions  Artists Acrylics 

Extender DAT02,  

Yellow Deep DAT10,  

Indian Yellow DAT11, 

Perinone Orange DAT08 

Burnt Umber DAT46 

Raw Sienna DAT43 

Warm White DAT36 

Opaque White DAT58 

Ultramarine Blue DAT26 

 

Traditions Brushes 

#6 Chisel Blender, 0 Mini Mope, 1/4 Flat, 3/8 Angle , 0 Liner 
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